Creating the Critical Mass for Tackling the Undefined, Uncharted and Ungoverned Space
called “Security”
As I prepared to commit to addressing the issue contained in the title – derived as it were
from the question/comment made by one of the class member - the abduction/kidnap of
school children in Kagara, Niger state once again threw the issue of the ungoverned space
called “security” on the front burner on the one hand and on the other hand the de ja vu that
represented the way it has been handled by the present administration.
The President issued statements first condemning the development and second directing
“security” agencies to do their job of rescuing the children and apprehending the characters
behind the incident for prosecution. These were familiar statements that assuage no one.
In the end, there would be negotiation by the state and federal governments either
independently or in collaboration; undisclosed sum of money would be paid details of which
would come out in snippets; the children would be released harmed or unharmed as in the
case of the one that lost his life in a bid to escape; there would be claims and counterclaims
about ransom paid or not paid; families would be traumatised and may or may not be
offered material and psycho-social support. Life would gradually go back to normal for the
community and for the rest of Nigerians until another strike.
I argued in response to the question raised that the first step was for everyone involved to
educate himself/herself in order to take up the task of educating and enlightening others that
may not have this chance. In educating self, there are tools/concepts/theories such as HER,
STOC, MILE etc. developed specifically for “security” and security studies that will assist in the
direction of understanding the uncharted, undefined and ungoverned space called “security”.
I argued that the second step was to grow the rank of people with the awareness of the lacuna
on the governance of “security” through widespread outreach using the different networks
we have or belong to. I argued that the third step was to have advocates ready to take up the
task of advocacy.
I also argued that the fourth step would come from the intervention of members of this class
in different spheres of their work – and there is a kaleidoscope of areas of work in public and
private sector among members – that bear directly or indirectly on shaping the direction to
go in the search for governance of “security”.
Perhaps what I did not draw attention to was the prevalence of entrenched interests, in the
prevailing undefined, uncharted and ungoverned “security” narrative, ready to go to war with
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those they would perceive as attempting to change the narrative. One of the high profile
voices to direct attention to entrenched interests in recent time is Sheik Ahmad Gumi. Sheik
Gumi fingered the military or what I called the military, intelligence and law enforcement
(MILE) as direct beneficiaries of the prevailing “security” conception that put the MILE at the
centre of “security.”
In advocating for governance of “security” for the first time in Nigeria, there is need to create
a place for those most likely to put up a big fight against changing the status quo. The
perspective of “security” that chimed with the MILE reality has since become outdated with
the end of military rule in 1999. Representative rule beginning in 1999 need to change the
narrative of “security” or “secure” from GUN to GARRI to fit the ideals of representation for
the people.
After all if most Nigerians had felt SECURED under military rule they would not have joined
the clamour to send them back to the barracks. The direction of that which SECURE must
therefore come under the rule of the people, by the people and for the people. It is therefore
the task of the people and/or their representatives to determine that which SECURE. Since
this determination has not been made by the political rulers – obviously born out of selfinterest and/or ignorance or both - even with the glaring failure of GUNs as “security”,
“security” failed, is failing and will continue to fail.
The economic determinism of SECURE from which SECURITY emanate is indisputable in the
prevailing failure of “security” in Nigeria. This economic determinism is also present in the
preferences of the Two Publics of “security” – a term coined from Peter Ekeh’s “colonialism
and the Two Publics in Africa: a Theoretical Statement” – that manifest in Nigeria. This is
underscored by the largely unseen dual narratives of “security” in the public domain.
Here the managers (elected and appointed political class and MILE class) of “security” go for
the MONEY purportedly committed to buying guns on the one hand and on the other hand
push on the rest of Nigerians the failed and failing gun narrative as “security”. These dual
narratives are responsible for the prevalence of inequity and injustice in the country. This is
because FALSEHOOD is the foundation of the narratives.
The acquisition of knowledge equips one to tackling falsehood and laying the foundation for
building the critical mass that will engender change in the direction desired.
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